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Ended 2021 with 10 more fatalities than in 2020

This year end total could still change (typically only in an upward fashion).  If a crash 
related death occurs within 30 days of the crash event, that death will get added to 
total traffic fatalities for the year.
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DISCLAIMER:  This is preliminary information and could change!

Move Over Bill – this would be an enhancement to the current law as it relates to 
enforcement.  The added language proposes that move over violations would 
become very similar to school bus violations in the sense that the violator would not 
need to be “caught in the act” so to speak.  If a license plate is captured, that will be 
sufficient enough for the vehicle owner to be issued a citation post violation, 
regardless of whether or not they committed the violation.

Hands Free Bill – It is anticipated that the same proposal will come forward again.  
This too, would be an enhancement to the current law as it relates to enforcement.  
The current law as written makes it extremely difficult for law enforcement to 
enforce, as it requires them to be confident about the action being performed by the 
driver on the electronic device.  Are they texting?  Are they making a phone call?  Are 
they using navigation, etc.

Please stay tuned and more concrete information will be provided as it becomes 
available.  
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GTSB recently spent time analyzing traffic data from a 10 year time span.  The data 
sources are noted at the bottom of each graph.  IDHR = Iowa Department of Human 
Rights CJJP = Criminal & Juvenile Justice Planning.  The next few slides will share 
some of the noticeable trends for you.  This slide is showing us that motor vehicle 
traffic fatalities (all causes) seem to plateau often somewhere in between the 315-
350 in eight of the 10 years.  The short term goal of Under 300 continues to seem 
reasonable and reachable.  Meanwhile, on the enforcement side of traffic safety, 
traffic citations (all categories) have been trending downward during this same 
timeframe.  In fact, 100,000 less citations were issued in 2020 than were issued in 
2011.  Why?  Are our roadways safer – road diets, cable barrier, other engineering 
countermeasures to create safer roads?  Is it related to law enforcement staffing 
issues – retaining and hiring officers/working OT that pays more than enforcement?  
Is it a hesitancy for proactive policing due to civil unrest?  Covid?  All food for thought 
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While the previous slide looked at all fatalities and all traffic citations, this slide is 
specific to Alcohol Impaired fatalities in comparison to OWI charges.  On the left you 
can see that Iowa’s alcohol-impaired driving fatalities are going higher and higher, 
while during the same timeframe, our statewide OWI charges are going lower and 
lower.  
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Similarly, we are starting to see our seat belt compliance rate go down, at the same 
time the issuance statewide of seatbelt citations is also going down.  Why?  What can 
“we” do?  What is the key?  Whose problem is this?  Does newer vehicle design make 
it too difficult to confidently make the traffic stop? Monkey see monkey do.  Belt 
usage breakdown in our 2021 year end fatalities = 50% yes 40% no   Thoughts from 
anyone about any of this data?
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This is a snapshot of GTSB’s law enforcement contracts for fiscal year 2022.  It is quite 
colorful so let me do a quick explanation.  While looking at your respective 
geographical area, agency names listed in purple or green font have a GTSB contract 
with traffic enforcement overtime.  These agencies can conduct their overtime efforts 
at any time during the fiscal year (October 1 – September 30).  Agencies listed in red 
and yellow font have a GTSB contract with traffic enforcement overtime in it but the 
overtime can only be worked during specific dates outlined by national enforcement 
mobilizations, etc.  Then, there are red dots on the map, indicating that agency has a 
separate GTSB contract to focus solely on Pedestrian Safety (including Move Over 
Law) and the blue dots are indicative of agencies that have separate GTSB contracts 
to focus solely on Speed.  Partnership opportunities. 
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SAFE – Seatbelts Are For Everyone, is a new partnership that GTSB has this fiscal year.  
The program targets youth and focuses on occupant protection. We are encouraging 
all of our partners to take a look at it and seriously consider getting the opportunity 
passed on to the appropriate community members for consideration.  This would 
include high school administration and local law enforcement partners.  
Programmatically, SAFE is not new, in fact it is extremely successful in Kansas and 
Iowa is hoping to join in that success.  

To be considered a SAFE school, the faculty or staff sponsor gathers interested 
students together as a student implementation team and formally sends in a 
participation form. The group agrees to collect seat belt observation data at least 
twice per year.  Once the agreement form is submitted, the SAFE Program Specialist 
will provide a 30 minute training about SAFE to the sponsor and the student 
implementation team.  The program is student-led.   

The student implementation team will plan activities for the school and ask other 
students to sign a pledge card throughout the year promising to wear their seat belts.  
From the pledge cards, a gift card is provided (by SAFE) to the group and is given to 
one student per 100 pledge cards signed each month.  Student led activities also take 
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place at least once a month promoting seat belt use and/or traffic safety messages.  
This could be something as simple as chalk drawing(s) on the school sidewalk or a 
message over the PA.  These activities do not have to take place at the school.  
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This is a fantastic national conference dedicated to traffic safety.  Early bird 
registration ends January 7th.  This conference does move all over the nation and can 
be expensive, but with this year’s location being Chicago – that is very drivable!!!  
There are a variety of professional tracks offered and we don’t think it will disappoint!
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I can’t tell you to save the date yet, but can tell you that we are looking at the month 
of June.  This is due to a couple of major issues – the arrival of our new Bureau Chief, 
Brett Tjepkes and the requirement for hotel/motel staff to complete Human 
Trafficking training in order for State agencies to utilize their facilities.  The conference 
will be held somewhere in the central Iowa area.  Date sets are ranked as follows:  
June 21- 23, 2022, June 28 – 30, 2022 and June 14 – 16, 2022.  Please stay tuned for 
additional information to be shared as it becomes available.
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